
1. Introduction

The vertebrate retina is the earliest neuronal element
which performs a smart vision-processing, such as photoin-
put sensing, motion detection and so on. Among the reti-
nal functions, the edge extraction of input images is the
most important feature since it is believed to be necessary
for the aggregation processes of the neuronal information
in the brain. Recently, several artificial retina chips us-
ing silicon integration technology have been proposed for
implementing the edge extraction system[1]-[5]. In those
chips, a spatial smoothing task of the input images, which
is performed by the retinal horizontal cells, has been real-
ized by a resistive network[l]. The network is composed of
resistive circuits which are formed by passive resistors us-
ing several MOS transistors[t]-[3] or resistors of a diffusion
layer[4]. In order to improve the filtering performance of
the resistive network, the pixel should be connected with
not only the nearest neighbor pixels but also the second
neighbor pixels[5]. However, it is very hard to connect a
pixel with the second neighbor pixels since those resistive
networks require a complicated wiring structure and large
chip area. Our proposed silicon retina chip simplifies the
wiring between pixels. Each pixel is connected to all pix-
els with a variable conductance, which enables the chip to
adapt to global light intensities.

2. Chip Architecture

According to the biological edge-extraction mechanism,
we proposed and fabricated a prototype chip which con-
tains photoelectronic conversion (for retinal photorecep
tors), the smoothing and difierential calculation elements
(for horizontal and bipolar cells), as shown in Fig.1. Figure
1(a) shows a top view of the chip. Each pixel is located with
hexagonal layout. Figure 1(b) shows a cross-sectional view
of the chip cut along the dotted line in Fig.l(a). Layout
and equivalent circuits of the pixel are shown in Figs.l(c)
and (d).

Each pixel corresponds to the photoreceptor and the
bipolar cell, while the horizontal cell is realized with a MOS
structure between the pixels. One pixel consists of two
photodiodes (PDl and PD2) and one current mirror cir-
cuit (CM). PDl and PD2 generate the same photocurrents
/pn when the light is incident upon the pixel. The area
between two PD2s surrounded by dotted lines in Fig.1(b)
forms a pMOS transistor whose source and drain regions
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are common to the p region of PD2. Thus, a spatially

slrloothed photocurrentム m Can be Obtained when lph gen―
erated in PD2 is difFused。 「rhe extent of the difFusion can

be cOntrolled by a vOltage yG WhiCh is given to the commOn

poly―Si gate.On the other hand,Iph OfPDl is independent

Of yG SinCe PDl is isolated from PD2.Then,the output

current ttut iS Obtained as a difFerential current between

fph andム m becauseム m iS mirrOred tO the output node b,
CM consisting of twO nMOS transistors(Tl and T2)。

Each pixel includes a transistor Tsw which acts as a

switch for detecting the Output current selectively.The

output current」Ъut ofe¨ h pixelf10ws out ofthe pixel when

a control voltage ν[is giVen tO Tsw. The drain of[rsw is
common to the p region of PDl,which also makes the pixel

area small。

3。 Experilnental Results and lDiscussiOn

The proposed retina chip shOwn in Fig。 l was fabricated
with 10μ m CMOS process in TOyohashi University ofTech_

nology. The chip photOgraph is shown in Fig。 2,where l16
pixels were iIIlplemented in a 5.lmm×  5.lmrrl chip area.

Figure 3 shows a measured distribution of ttut When the

light was incident upon an upper half of the chip.」生white
fluorescent light was used for the light sOurce with a pOwer

density of 680 μW/cm2.The nodes were numbered along
a row vertical to the edge,as shown in the flgure. The edge

was located between node 5 and node 6. It is shown that

the edge was correctly detected by the zerO― crossing Out―

put current between those nOdes. Namely, large positive

currents were obtained in the region where the light was

applied,while large negative Currents were obtained in the

oppOsite regiOn where nO light was appliedo The Output

currents of the pixels far frOrrl the edge were nearly zero。

In the prOposed Chip, a spatial resolving pOwer is con―

trolled by the commOn poly― Si gate vOltage(yG)。 When
the input light intensity is high,the spatial resolving power

can be raised by increasing yG beCause ttut iS Sumciently

large near the edgeo When the input intensity is low, a

certain leve1 0f JЪut,an be Obtained by reducing yG at the
expense ofthe spatialresolving power. In this way,the pro―

posed chip could alopt tO a wide rangO of light intensity

as in the vertebrate retina.

The chip was cOntrived structurally tO rrlinilnize a pixel

area and to increase a flll factOr, as explained in Fig。 1.

When a O。 5 μm double― pOly― Si and dOuble―rrletal CM(ЭS
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process is applied, it is estimated that the pixel occupies
an area of I2pm x l4prm and a fill factor is-31 .4%o. Then
6 x 105 pixels could be integrated in a chip with an area of
lcm x lcm.

4. Conclusion

A novel silicon retina chip without complex wiring be-

tween pixels was designed and fabricated for performing
the edge extraction tasks. The proposed chip has several
merits in the integration process. First, all pixels are con-
nected with a channel of MOS transistors, which simplifies
the wiring structure between pixels. Secondly, each pixel
consists of only two photodiodes and three MOS transis-
tors. Thirdly, the source and drain of those transistors
are common to the p region of photodiodes, which makes

the pixel area small. This structure certainly increases the
fill factor as well. Experimental results showed that the
proposed chip performed successfully the edge extraction
over a wide range of light intensity by adjusting its spatial
resolution.
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Fig.2 Photomicrograph of the
contains 116 pixels in a 5.1mm

fabricated chipo The chip

× 5。 lrnm chip area.
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Fig.3 Measured distribution of output currents -Io,16 when
the light was incident upon an upper half of the chip. The
nodes were numbered along a row vertical to the edge, as
shown in the inserted drawing. As Vc decreased, .Io,r1 in-
creased as a whole.
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Fig.l Structure of the proposed retina chip: (a) top view, (b) crosssectional view, (c) layout of ihe pixel, and (d)
equivalent circuit bf the pixel. Each pixel consists of two photodiodes and three MOS transistors. The area between
pixels is covered with poly-Si which acts as a gate of pMOS transistors.
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